
          The HISTORY of IKOSOLID SCIENCE 
 
  IKOSOLID SCIENCE makes to contribute to the evolution of the earth and the human 

race and the improvement with the fusing of art and science as the goal. 

2001 (May)  
IKOSOLID ( the art name: REAL CUBE ) was born with husband and wife 

of Koei Endo and Ikuyo Endo on May 22, 2001. / The fusing paper of art 
and  science  ”Study of connecting point with three-dimensions and 
four-dimensions by pictorial art” It began the description of IKOSOLID 
SCIENCE from the viewpoint of the topological and the crystallography. 

2002       It was a domestic display multitude as modern art object REAL CUBE. 
    (December)  The electron experiment beginning of IKOSOLID SCIENCE
2003  (February)  ”Former integrated science technical conference member of 

Parliament ( the chairperson Prime Minister Koizumi )who is  the 
vice-president and CEO of Hitachi, Ltd.”  When sending an experiment 
video to the CEO, there was a phone of the answer at once from him; It 
accepted a verification offer of 3 weeks. But the central institute ignored 
and answered with ordinary wire wiring about IKOSOLID.    

 (June)   “The president of  SHARP”  The reply to have received verification 
in the ferry central institute in the direct experimental work material to 
the SHARP ( the president ) but to be unclear, applying / “Hitachi, Ltd. 
the vice-president and CEO” It demanded the verification of once again 
from Hitachi, Ltd. but the CEO gave us that it was unclear with the 
handwritten answer, applying. / “Furukawa Electric Works (The 
development person in charge )” It refused by being acatalepsia. 

   (October)  It asked IKOSOLID SCIENCE as the quantum computer server. 
      “Sony (the vice president )” He answered “I thought from all the surfaces 

but it wasn't possible to understand. I expect that the person who can 
understand emerges” / “Hitachi, Ltd. ( Fundamental Research 
Laboratories director )”  He answered  “It wasn't possible to become 
useful sorry” / “IBM Japan ( The president )” He answered  “There were 
not an individual for the company to understand and an organization that 
can understand”. / “Fujitsu ( The computer institute director )”  It is not, 
answering./ “NEC ( The quantum computer institute director and the head 
researcher )”  It is not, answering / “NTT ( The physical properties science 
fellow )” It is not, answering・・・Then, as for IKOSOLID SCIENCE, to 
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verify in the classification, all was returned after verification regardless of 
the existence or non-existence of the reply. 

  Ar ：REAL CUBE installs int   Villa Poniatowski Museum in national Villa Julia 
Museum  Italian Rome in April. It received the coverage and the filming 
of Vatican national TV for 1 hour, not being in the appointment in the 
Roman place. 

2004 (January)  “IBM ( the American head office ) CEO“  When mailing an 
experimental work material, not being been in the direct connection in at 
IBM ( the American head office ) CEO, the 3 month verification could be 
immediately demanded. Because the mailing material was a classification, 
it electrolyzed completely and it began in the verification by the consent 
form creating. It exchanged a consent form for IBM Japan, too, by the head 
office order. The result became blank in the opinion not to want to be tied 
up now from the physical information group researcher. The verification 
was “the quantum computer development technology ". 

   (July)  “British Nature”   It delivered a scientific article to British nature in 
email. The answer of the communication refusal came from nature chief 
editor. / “The Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi”  At the Prime Minister 
Junichiro Koizumi , it presented the protection wish architectural white 
paper of IKOSOLID SCIENCE． / The IKOSOLID commercialization 
success / “500 domestic major University professors ( Electron and the 
physics )”  It sends 500 domestic major University professors ( electronic 
and physical ) IKOSOLID product brochure and a manual and it is not 
from one, too, answering. / “500 main electronics industry company 
presidents” It delivered to 500 main electronics industry company 
presidents in the same way but there was an answer only from one major 
company chairman. He answered “It is wonderful if this is a fact “  
At the time of 2004, the principle of the IKOSOLID electron experiment 
was unclear.  It didn't find that the principle was the occurrence of the 
positron without the pair annihilation of positron and electron.   

(October) In Chiba Prefecture Makuhari, it made a presentation as the 
IKOSOLID CONDUCTOR and it did an open experiment at CEATEC 
JAPAN 2004.（The leakage-flux decrease experiment. The resistance 
decrease experiment. The overheating temperature decline experiment＝
generally, the electric appliance becomes  hot, but during using 
IKOSOLID as a conductor , it’s not becoming hot.  The experiment of the 
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power factor improvement and making PF1. The living long battery 
experiment. The PC speed up experiment） By the introduction of Shintaro 
Ishihara of Tokyo Governor, in the exhibition hall, it received verification 
to the Koizumi cabinet integrated science technical conference cabinet 
shade scientist who was the chief director in the  independent 
administrative agency certain plasma institute and had three doctorates 
(physics doctor, DE, MD ). It was authenticated when the electron which 
has a positive electric charge in the line and the electron which has a 
negative electric charge stood in line and were flowing to the same 
direction. (Later, authentication of the occurrence of the positron without 
the pair annihilation of positron and electron in the line. In the 
present-day science, it is senseless that the positron without the pair 
annihilation of positron and electron occurs.  However, the positron 
exists in the condition of the 90 degree phase to electron.  Then, the 
positron is in the electronic reverse and the face of the positron exists for 
the back.   IKOSOLID is the conductor which has the topological 
transformation feature of 90 degrees and the ability to go to the face in the 
face of the positron.) 

～2009   After that, for about 5 years, the shadow scientist did the receiver 
( the verification ) of IKOSOLID SCIENCE.  As the result, it succeeded 
in these things and it was possible to come to practical use. The normal 
temperature alternating current super-conductivity, the normal 
temperature alternating current super-fluidity, the occurrence of the 
positron that particle and the antiparticle don't make the pair annihilation 
of particle and the antiparticle in the line and the spatial radiation. 
However, lastly we  separated with the shadow scientist and separated 
into another road. By the tracing with the shadow scientist with eminent 
super level of the world, we succeeded in “unification of electromagnetic 
willpower and gravity of four-power of the space”.  Therefore it realized 
the scientific revolution which uses the positron and the electron which 
don't make the pair annihilation of positron and electron and the 
meteorology revolution which can do   the occurrence prevention of the 
global natural disaster beforehand and the relaxation of it.  

To prevent from the Tokyo vertical thrust big earthquake of the 
occurrence estimate in May, 2005 beforehand continues at present, too. 
Then, there was estimate which occurs every 8 months in the Tokyo 
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vertical thrust big earthquake with magnitude equal to or more than 8. 
However, it never occurs. Pay attention  to the weather change which was 
not before. The extraordinary change of the passage of the typhoon. The 
decrease of the earthquake. The big gap of the weather expectation and the 
result. As of 2010, the place of the establishment of Japan of REAL CUBE： 

      Fukushima, Saitama, Tokyo, Chiba, Aichi, Oosaka, Uonuma（Niigata）, 
Fukui, Kurume（Fukuoka）. It supports a natural disaster occurrence 
prevention and relaxation to the earthquake, the typhoon. Specifically, to 
defend a nuclear power plant against the earthquake is important. 

 
It is IKOSOLID SCIENCE that can do occurrence prevention beforehand and 
relaxation in the natural disaster of the earth level.  This is senseless in the 
present-day meteorology. However, by IKOSOLID's radiating an X ray, electron, 
neutron and so on as crystallization and impressing them,it diffracts the 90 degree 
topological transformation which depends on the multiple two dimensions body. By 
that is, that give frequency vibration from outside, it supports an oscillation origin 
natural frequency and  by doing a 90 degree topological transformation, 
acceleration effect of the velocity of light（＝the normal temperature alternating 
current super-conductivity）and attenuation effect of the extension of the light 
wave length（＝the normal temperature alternating current super-fluidity）are 
occurred. 

These principles are in following PDF. It sends research PDF, containing and 
dividing this email into five times. 
 

1st   ４PDF：Theme A (25KB)  / Theme A ① business plan book of  
－5, －35(33.1KB) / Theme A ② ＊study c.p.t.f.p.a －
35(1.24MB)  / Theme A ③ part －5(3.31MB) 

    2nd   3PDF：Theme B(25.7KB) / Theme B ① popularization plan of real 
cube(1.22MB) / Theme B ②－１＊unification e.w.g.f.p.s.p 
1/2(5.08MB) 

    3rd   1PDF：Theme B ②－２unification e.w.g.f.p.s.p.2/2(6.84MB) 
    4th   1PDF：Theme B ③ study c.p.t.f.p.a. preface part1～４(5.45MB) 
    5th   1PDF：Theme B ③ study c.p.t.f.p.a. part5～10(4.47MB) 

＊ study c.p.t.f.p.a：”Study of connecting point with three-dimensions and 
four-dimensions by pictorial art” 

＊ unification e.w.g.f.p.s.p：” Unification of electromagnetic willpower and 
gravity of four-power of the space” 
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   It flows to the understanding of IKOSOLID  SCIENCE : the Electrical 
Engineering →  Physics →  Topological →  Crystallography →  Monopole →
Network Dinamics →  Nuclear Fusion  →  Interpretations of Quantum 
Mechanics  

art：The world establishment of Morden A t Objyect REAL CUBE r
2004 （April） The German Aachen city hall / Dutch Maastricht city hall / The 

Belgian Hassert city hall
(August)  Republic of Cuba National Museum  

(November) French Paris Archives Museum  
2006 (September)  China  Tianjin art university
2009 June  The U.S. Tennessean state University of Tennessee     
When establishing the REAL CUBE to the world, it is doing IKOSOLID SCIENCE 

open experiment and a lecture. Mainly in the REAL CUBE installation place,   the 
occurrence prevention of the earth level natural disaster  beforehand and the 
relaxation of it are seen. By the self correction ( the spontaneous recoveries ) of the 
natural disaster of the earth level by the earth, as for the earthquake, it finds a positron 
from the ionosphere with the electron-emission from in the ground to the ionosphere. 
The typhoon radiates electron from the ionosphere to the surface of the earth and the 
surface of the sea, and it finds a positron from in the ground and in the sea. 

When the natural frequency of the earthquake and the typhoon to IKOSOLID ( the 
art name REAL CUBE ) is conveyed, the positron occurs by the 90 degree topological 
transformation of multiple two dimensions body of IKOSOLID and the occurrence 
prevention of the natural disaster beforehand and the relaxation of it are done by it. For 
Japan has to prevent from the occurrence of the Tokyo vertical thrust big earthquake 
beforehand by the top priority, IKOSOLIDs ( the art name REAL CUBE )are installed 
in Tokyo and around it. It makes a foundation to achieve this purpose “REAL CUBE 
installation in all over the world for the prevention of natural disaster occurrence  of 
the self correction by the earth beforehand”. Because it is possible to do the occurrence 
prevention of the earth level natural disaster beforehand, it succeeded in “unification of 
electromagnetic willpower and gravity of four-power of the space”. The utilization of the 
positron and the electron without the pair annihilation of positron and electron can 
bring about a scientific revolution and a meteorology revolution. In the scientific 
revolution, it makes the break-through of all scientific researches occur and it improves 
bringing global economy in New Industrial Revolution. There is not world 
popularization of  IKOSOLID SCIENCE unless it is the science that can show the 
ability actually.  As the meteorology revolution, the natural disaster by the earth self 
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correction such as the urgent global warming is able to be prevented before anything 
happens .  

2010～2011  With the fusing of  art and  science, to contribute to the evolution and the 
improvement of the earth and the human race  is the purpose of IKOSOLID 
SCIENCE. Therefore, at present, it is appealing for the world by  IKOSOLID 
SCIENCE  by the fusing of the art and the science for New Industrial Revolution by 
the scientific revolution and the meteorology revolution to occur to all over the world.  

    We seek and need the comprehender and the cooperator of IKOSOLID 
SCIENCE！！ 
 
                    K.I. RESEARCH INSTITUTE             
                            Koei Endo 
                           Ikoyo Endo 
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